· In the typical commercial novel the retrogressive element prevails. Standardised and stereotyped it will repeat to-morrow what it has said to-day, and by virtue of its multitude will proclaim the triumphant incompetence of majority opinion. If, therefore, it were sufficient to indicate a prevailing tendency in fiction, we might rest our case here, and save our self-respect by the certain knowledge that every generation tolerates only its own mediocrity and has no relish for the insi pidi ties of the past.
We prefer, however, to deal with forward-painting books by which the future will estimate our insight and our art, and will appreciate the p~oblems that peculiarly beset us. In general the retrogressive and progressive forces are here more evenly poised. Tradition, but slightly modified, will often prevail in the form_, whereas the content w111 reveal a point of view that is characteristically of our age. These are the safe, wise books of our day_, but they fail to satisfy the riotously minded young who demand a more drastic severance from traditional · structure, and a more vehement assault upon inherited opinion. Mr. Galsworthy adequately represents the former type and Mr. James Joyce the latter, and the effect upon :fiction of their contrasted efforts it will be the purpose of this paper to investigate.
Having narrowed the issue down to books of acknowledged power we might seem to have simplified our task. Let us but establish the structural deviations of contemporary experiment, and we may point forward with some confidence to the evolution of :fiction on its formal side, · and could we but take the measure of the modern consciousness we might with equal assurance predict the general direction of the drift of thought, and so come to terms with fiction upon its intellectuqJ side.
But it is really very hard to take hold of this slippery thing, the novel, by the tail, and the more we ponder the question the less sanguine are we of a definite result.
We may for example satisfy ourselves somewhat fatuously that we are aware of the contents of this moder~ consciousness, only to realize that many excellent noveis are . timeless in the sense that they do not date, and because they concern themselves with the pennanent characteristics of the human group set in motion by the story. But since our most i1nportant books are swayed by the thought currents of their period we. may with advantage seek to gauge the drift of the intellectual tides.
The intensive specialization of many generations has in a sense widened the breach between the artist and the man of science; but it is peculiarly the mark of our age to have produced a race of articulate and artistic spe-· cialists who are able to convert the intricate Inaterial of the laboratory or the observatory into food for the imagination. Thanks to the efforts of Eddington, Jeans, and VVhitehead we are all now, or may be, an1ateur 1netaphysicians, physicists, and astronomers. Science· may c;lespise our superficiality, but a significant movement of ideas has been generated, and a new racial consciousness is in process of development.
The repercussions of this process must infallibly convey a shock to the more sensitive literary minds, though we must probably wait for a few generations before -the full effect is evident. A period of absorption and assimilation is necessary. As yet we are too near the source to . adjust our minds to the new world outlook, and have to content ourselves for the present with the muddy vision of an H. G. Wells whose art has refused to keep pace with the perplexed energy of his brain, or with the more vivid presentation of advanced ideas in the animated debates which are Aldous f-Iuxley's amusing substitute for :fiction . .
If the process of assimilation is still incomplete, and science and metaphysics too attenuated to serve our purpose, we are uncomfortably aware of the spiritual unrest which they have engendered in the creative minds of our day-_ an unrest that does not manifest itself in an eager and earnest searching after the truth-no, that savours too much of pietistic endeavour to suit our undevout and unromantic temper-but in an angry conviction that since truth is unattainable flippancy is a permitted and even desirable alternative. If we are right in our contention nothing could. be more foreign to our modern habit of thought than the serious effort of George Eliot to confront the problems of human destiny.
Meanwhile we prefer to be amusedly annoyed. But in fairness to ourselves we might suggest that there is merit in a .frankness that is so unbesmirched by hypocrisy; and looking backwards for a century we cannot take much pride in a public opinion whose worship of decency involved its victims in so large a sacrifice of freedom.
More than seventy years ago Mill told us in · his
Liberty that any author who outraged the conventional beliefs of his day signed his O\Vn sentence of outlawry. There was something earnest and well-mannered in his protest, and this tradition of good behaviour in controversy was maintained by his successors, T. H. Huxley and John Morley. These were all effective pioneers, but somewhat too respectable in tone and decorous in argument to be characteristically modern in our sense of the term. The time was to come when the sensibilities of the public were to be more rudely shocked, and when the young author to secure a hearing required merely to capitalize his impudence. To assa.il accepted standards, in Mill's day an act of courage entailing martyrdom, was now to become the readiest ·highway to success.
Samuel Butler was the first novelist to break the reserve of a century. Presently _ Archer launched Ibsen on English readers, and Shaw began to explode his juvenile fire-crackers. He assured the world that they were veritable bombs, and we have gone on believing him. In any event, English ideas were in for a thorough house. -cleaning, and all the ornaments on our mental shelves were dusted, smashed, or turned upside down. We began . to think that they looked just as well in their inverted . state. · This was in the naughty nineties, when respectability was going out of-fashion, with Wilde, Dawson, Symons, and the "Yellow Book" as preferred substitutes.
We soon grew serious again in another way, when Wells and Galsworthy essayed to show us where to plant our footsteps; but in spite of them and Shaw, reformatory zeal is not the hall-mark of the modern spirit. If we find a writer like Conrad who is distinguished by the steadfastness of his moral standards, there is con1pensation in the disinterestedness of his method; or if another like Bennett, whose form has so1ne .savour of the past, his dis relish of edification will supply the counterpoise.
Still, all these men are sufficient moderns in a fatherly way, and if one were designing a family tree the filiation would be clear enough. There are evidently stratifications of n1odernity, but it would lead us too far to establish the connecting links between group and group. They all seem to be concerned ·with a reorganization of values, but the younger spirits are careless of substitutions. Wells and Galsworthy want a different world but a better. The youngsters ·despise the old, :find the present a good world to laugh at, but evince no eagerness to invent one that will be proof against disillusionment. The older men said, "We helped to make the muddle, let us cure it." The younger men deny responsibility and despair of a remedy. What happened to them chiefly was the war, and by the variation in the point of view we can measure the distance between the spectator and the participant. For a decade or two the novel will con tin. ue to dance on ruins. At the moment high seriousness is out of fashion.
Such then is our rude sketch of the novel in so far as it essays to give a thermometric reading of our moral temperature. We are evidently in a high fever, and the doctor prescribes rest and a soothing diet. Like most prescriptions it will be disregarded, and the patient will recover. There is generally a normal return to health, and the suggestion is offered that we are not perhaps in such evil case as we imagine ourselves to be. Nor are we such children as to desire a soothing syrup or a sugary lollipop; but until the time comes when we can assimilate the strange nutriment our laboratories have contrived for us we want some wise physician to prescribe us a healthy human diet. Romanticism is out of fashion, but is it too late to hope for the recovery of a · sane idealism, a romanticism purged of its posturing egotism and sentimentality? We may have been "done in the eye", as the cabby said, but life for all that has significance and beauty while it lasts. -It is evident and it is fortunate that we cannot bind the novel down to consistency in the matter of content. Shall we fare any better when we come to consider fiction in its technical aspect?
We may seem to make our case initially more difficult when we affirm that. there are no fixed laws governing the form of the novel. But while this is true, there are many well-founded principles of construction that have been established by the practice of great novelists in the two · centuries since the art of fiction had its birth. A writer of to-day is free to accept or reject these as his judgement dictates. l-Ie has the failures and successes of the past to guide him, and will violently innovate at his peril like Joyce, or mildly extend the limits of traditional usage like the more cautious Galsworthy. We have made these two names pivotal in our study of the drift of fiction, with no intention certainly of examining the works they represent, but utilizing them rather as symbolic signposts pointing our way.
For convenience of examination fiction resolv~s itself quite readily into t. wo main divisions-the dialogued and the non-dialogued, and this latter division multiplies itself into a variety of elements each of which is sensitively susceptible to change. It is evident, therefore, that fiction is decidedly a more fertile field for experimentation than drama, which has only_ dialogue and the mechanician to play with, and which in the course of two thousand years must almost have exhausted all possible combinations.
Naturalness is generally held to be a virtue in dialogue, but this opens up the difficult question of how closely fiction can or should approximate to actual conditions. Romance in its origins was an attempt to escape from reality. Men craved impossible situations, and the language of narration consorted with this demand. · Our art now creeps closer to natural conditions, but if we examine even its most realistic examples we see convention asserting itself on every hand. Speeches are organized for effect as they are not in real life> for who has ever spoken so brilliantly as a Meredith or Huxley character r The occasional note of sheer naturalness is a device like the rest; but if life is to be our pattern the flatness of many a novelistic utterance provokes the question whether a certain degree of heightening is not a privilege we willingly accord an author. The dangers of heightening are bombast; the dangers of naturalness lie in the direction of unrevealing flatness. Huxley has a voided pedantry, and can be followed with safety by any novelist who shares his powers of brilliant generalization. The~e will not be many. Hemingway who comes closer than any of his contemporaries to the naturalness of common speech will have a larger following, but tl,.ey must labour hard to make their dialogue equally characterrevealing, and as successful as his in moving on the story. The only excuse for such preponderance of dialogue is its organic effectiveness, as the only excuse for the Huxley orations is their admitted brilliance. Lacking these justifications the indifferent novelist will multiply quotation marks in the hope of lightening effects that err already on the side of lightness.
Let us consider for a moment the dialogue art of other admitted masters-the extremist whom we hav~ chosen, James Joyce, and that most perceptive of traditionalists, John Galsworthy. Revolutionary in every other respecf Joyce conforms in his dialogue to the extremer tenets of naturalism. The mental processes of his characters may lead us a merry dance, but their colloquial utterances are studiously keyed down to the level of every-day speech. Blasphemous often, obscene not occasionally, we should have no difficulty in understanding what his people say except such as arises from our forgivable unfamiliarity with the local by-play of the Dublin of twenty years ago. We have none of these difficulties of orientation with Galsworthy. We may miss in him the occasional stabbing phrase that makes us wince with pleasure in Joyce, but he is more continuously satisfactory. You may convince yourselves of his competence by reading the chapter in The Man of Property where Soames, Irene, l\10DERN FICTION June and Bosinney sit down to their ill-assorted but thoroughly Forsytian dinner. It .is Chapter Two of Part Two and it is called "June's Treat". If read in detachment the words will· have no great significance, but familiar as we are with the general situation each word and each interlinear comment is charged with meaning. It i$ the sheer perfection of the art of preparation, and will convey a needed lesson to the commencing novelist. Dialogue is fiction's dramatic opportunity. The dramatist works in it as his only medium. The novelist cannot borrow the services of flesh and blood actors to heigh ten his effects, but he still commands resources that are denied to his rival craftsman. His scene is staged only in our imagination, but if he has not wasted his preparatory efforts we are so initiated into the situation that he can afford to dispense with the adjuncts of eye and ear. The interlinear comments too, _as we have said, are an aid to interpretation. Your weak novelist ·is foolishly spendthrift · of these. Seeking ·to avoid the "he said"-and "she replied"· repetitions, he abounds in meaningless commonplaces-" She droned'', or "She tittered'·', or "Said Reginald nonchalantly flicking the ash of his cigarette". With such masters of method as we have indicated, and they might readily be. multiplied, there is sufficient hope that the novelists of the future will realize at least what is to be avoided;, if they cannot always achieve what is to be desired.
Turning away now from dialogue other aspects of fiction, where change if not decay is evident, remain .for our brief consideration.
It is not difficult to plot : the curve of development in description over a period of two centuries.. When the novel was establishing itself with Richardson and Fielding the cult of the picturesque had not yet dawned. Scenes, persons, and objects were sketched in with the barest sufficient detail. Obvious appearances were succinctly summarised, and authors were rarely tempted to elaborate a description for the sheer love· of describing. · Smollett is the exceptional man of his century who achieved his satiric end by the multiplication of telling details, but while there is much significance . there is no lift of ecstasy in his descriptive art. By the time of Scott, and largely indeed owing to his individual effort, the zest for romantic description was widely established. Jane Austen resisted the lure of the picturesque as a value to be sought and ll : cultivated for its own sake. Carlyle fulminated against "view-hunting", as he c· ontemptuously called it, but the / ~uthors of the period in England and in France overflowed in descriptive fervour. It was here they felt that they J-. could accumulate their eff~cts, and here above all that / they could indulge their propensity for "fine writing". 1
It was on the whole a dangerous tendency and threatened I to wrench the novel from its true function of depicting incident or revealing personality. The realists of the succeeding generation-and more particularly in Francemaintained the zest for description, but were relatively careless of pictorial effect in their conscientious effort to achieve significance. · Flaubert succeeded in charging his. significance with beauty, but it was rather the example of Balzac that prevailed with Zola and his naturalistic school. Unduly obsessed as they probably were with the idea that men are the automatic outcome of the two )· --.forces of heredity and environment, the value of setting . rose to the dignity of a philosophic or scientific conception. For some odd reason they attributed to these influences a prevailingly sordid tinge, with the result that significance emerged for them only from circumstances of compelling horror and distress. Our mid-century writers were for 132 the most part free fron1 these obsessions. Thackeray and Dickens escaped the pressure of science. George Eliot · was 1neasurably a victim though she struggled loyally to keep her little flame of idealism alight. A superficial estimate might associate Hardy more closely with the uncompromising and pessimistic realism of the French naturalists. His characters too are enmeshed in the coil of their environment. His setting, therefore, is designed for significance, but we are conscious always of the sensitive reaction of his pity, and his humour and feeling for beauty no less than his compassion redeem his work fron1 any suspicion of sordidness. A closer approximation to French naturalism we may find in Gissing and Arnold Bennett. · A study of the descriptive element in the latter'B work will reveal his tendency to accumulate detail, but the doubt arises as to whether these multiplied i terns are as he imagined them to be, signi.fican t, or as his critics judge then1 to be, irrelevant. He builds up his masses admittedly with a light hand, but we shall be con1pelled to · ask whether they illuminate his human beings or oppress them with the heavy shadows they cast.
As for the younger of the moderns we can generalize confidently with regard to certain clearly defined tendencies in the field of description. They have left far behind them the frank obviousness of ·the early writers. They abjure the pictorial lyric fervours q[ the romantics, · and are indifferent to the more · conscientious fullness of the realists. They are dubious of environmental influences, but they are sufficiently alive to the value of an appropriate setting if it is only for the purpose of creating that vague emanation from ·reality which we designate as atmosphere. The methods are almost as various as the individuals, but nearly always the desired effect is achieved with a most economical expenditure of words.
One n1ust be graphic, vivid, suggestive; and to achieve that end only the method that is swiftest in its results will suffice. If we must affix a label to this method "impressionistic realism" will serve as well as any other.
The modern novel is-without denial increasingly analytic. The tale of adventure can dispense with analysis., but the writers in most esteem to-day consider themselves to be qualified · psychologists, interested mainly in the. morbid anatomy of the soul, and threading their way through its obscurest labyrinths with at least an assumed confidence in their general direction.
The conditions ·of our speed-driven age would not seem to be favourable to meditation, and the exploratory zeal of the modern novelist certainly has no counterpart in our· normal experience. We have few opportunities indeed of probing the depths of human personality. We satisfy ourselves with sometimes clear but always limited conceptions of character. We can forecast a friend-'s reaction to certain circumst!tnces, but our judgement c£ his probable . behaviour rests upon a rapid intuition. We do not formulate the psychic processes by which he governs his actions or shapes his verbal response to .a situation. Moreover, he is usually himself not aware of any such psychic preparation, and act and speech are with him alike instinctive. Our odd conclusion then is that a novelist essays to give us a completer rendering of character than our experience cari offer, and further that this presentation, convincing as it may be, does not rest on any observed facts of our normal "life.
If then we must advance reasons for this preoccupation with analysis two suggestions are hazarded. Though we are not expert psychologists the development of experimental psychology as an offshoot from the older philos-· ophy has bred in us a new kind of interest in human 134 L I behaviour, arid Freudianism has played its part too in directing our attention to the workings of what is loosely called the unconscious mind. And something also must be conceded to the aid which analysis presumably offers to characterisation. If we are convinced that fiction's most important function is to illustrate human character in action and in repose, in isolation and in association, we must welcome any new instrument of precision, provided we have faith both in its efficacy and in its manipulation. There will inevitably be some loss of narrative vigour, but we are content to sacrifice something of the speed of action for the enriched knowledge we obtain of the actors.
Henry · J arries has theorised pertinently upon the question of analysis, indicating its advantages and _ dangers, but not forecasting such fantastic applications of the principle as are afforded in the practice of Dorothy Richardson, Joyce, and their psycho-analytic following. He called it "going behind'-', but while he valued its aid to characterization he insisted on discrimination in its use. In a book of a dozen characters some three or four at the most would repay this subtle mode of exploration. And often, as for example with Milly Theale or the Princess Casamassima, he would allow important characters to be displayed merely in the consciousness of others, or by their own words or actions, with no entrance vouchsafed in to the portals of their minds. From one so prodigal in the use of analysis this is a prescription of caution that has been wantonly disregarded in our own day. Novelists of the centre like Galsworthy carry on the James tradition. The left wing with Joyce at its fighting apex, and the analytic scalpel as its weapon, has invented a ne_w and dangerous surgery of the brain. It is a technique that demands amazing dexterity, and if Joyce with his admitted genius produces for pages on end a result that may be described only as irredeemable nonsense, we can but predict disaster for his less gifted following. Despite the apparent chaos of Ulysses, it has a definite centrality of interest and motive. Its confusion of tone does not recommend it, but it has an explosive energy that compels our admiration, and almost convinces us that what he had to say could have found no other channel of expression. We venture to think, however, that it will have no greater chance of becoming the type book of the future than that other disconcerting yet fascinating book of almost two hundred years ago, Tristram Shandy.
A few years ago the American writer, Sherwood Anderson, produced a novel, Dark Laughter, slighter in value certainly than the books we have ' been considering, but which will serve to illustrate succinctly some aspects of modern experimentation that we have not adequately considered. The book is sufficiently unknown to demand a summary.
Bruce Dudley-the man who was originally John Stockton-abandons his wife, Bernice, on a sudden impulse, and with. a capital of three hundred and fifty dollars adventures into the world on a voyage of selfdiscovery. He makes his way down the Mississippi .to New Orleans, loiters there for some months, and finds himself eventually in Old Harbor, a small town on the Ohio river where he had lived as a boy with his parents. He becomes a varnisher of automobile wheels in a factory owned by Fred Grey, and is on friendly terms with a skilled fellow-workman named Sponge Martin. The latter has noticed with sardonic amusement that the attractive young wife of Grey has been taking particular notice of Bruce, and the reasons for this are sufficiently I36 indicated in the story. Aline Grey's infatuation induces her to dismiss her negro gardener and advertise for another. Bruce, obscurely aware of her reasons, and participating _in the same impulse, answers the advertisement and secures the position. The infatuation deepens on both sides, and after its crisis has passed Bruce immediately disappears. Aline allows her husband to imagine that the child she is bearing will be his, and for several man ths she is tolerant of him even to the point of tenderness. Bruce reappears, determined to discover whether Aline belongs to him or to her husba'nd. Grey hears them after dark talking in the garden, is moved by conflicting impulses, and decides to creep in to the house undetected. He refuses to imagine the worst. Aline · hears him stumble and compels him to join them. She bluntly tells him that the child will not be his, and moves away with Bruce down a steep obscure path to the town. A final chapter is given to Grey's bewildered st.ate and his ineffective pursuit of the deliberate fugitives. When he arrives home "dark laughter" sounds from the house, for the negro servants have returned from town. This sounds like a Lawrence theme. There is the san1e glorification of irrational imp"lllse, revealed alike in the unmotivated incongruity of the characters' actions and in the frank exposition of sexual irregularity. Our modern books are both messy and jumpy and the fact rna y be noted with no recourse to argument. It is sufficient to say that we are not suffering from a lack of education, and if frankness is a virtue we possess it in fullest measure.
Frank as it is, this relatively unknown book has not been chosen to represent the animalistic tendencies of modern fiction, and if one wished to exemplify the ccstream of consciousness"· idea, either Joyce or Dorothy THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO .. QUARTERLY Richardson or Mrs. Woolf would have better served our purpose. Its singularity rests on other causes. The modern narrator strives so far as possible to mask his identity. There is a minimum of philosophical comment contributed by · the author. There are no moral judgements and there is a minimum, too, of description detached from the consciousness of the actors in the drama. With these innovations we can have no quarrel, for anything that tends to make a story self-supporting is sheer advantage. But narration, by which we mean the contribution of · movement to the story, is emphatically a convention that we willingly concede to the author. The free flow of action in a modern story is already sufficiently .choked by our analytic habit of mind. But not content with the natural limitations imposed by the analytic method, Mr. Sherwood Anderson as narrator has sought for and achieved the most complete self-effacement. The summary given above, brief as it is, probably bulks as large as the combined narrative statements of the book, for after any brief statement that he permits himself, such as "Fred walked up the hill/' or "Aline rose from the bench in the garden/' he lapses immediately into the stream of consciousness. · If the effacement of the author is desirable, it is still consistent with the control of action and with the muliplication of dialogued scenes. The most apparent structural pecu1iari ty of this book is the virtual nonexistence of dialogue. There are many fragments of remembered conversations that drift through the minds of the characters, but dialogue contemporaneous with the action of the story is extremely rare and most exiguous when found. For example, when Grey returns from theparade after Bruce has left his wife's room, he is allowed to utter the monosyllable, ''Well!" Or again, when Aline makes him face her and .Bruce in the garden, she is allowed a full sentence: " (The child I am expecting· is not your child, Fred.' Fred said nothing. What was to be said?"· A two-line speech from his wife foll. ows shortly. "And now words had come to Fred. How humiliating! He was pleading with her. 'It'-s all wrong. Don't go, Aline! Stay here! Give me time! Give me a chance! Don't go'· l'·'
Our conclusion in the whole matter must be arbitrary and brief. The novelist of to-morrow will enjoy a desirable access of freedom in matter and method. But he may achieve his effect without flouting the decencies . of life, and wi tho~t unduly straining the proved virtues of the conventions at his disposal.
